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ABSTRACT
The Torres Strait is an archipelago populated predominantly byTorres Strait Islanders,
officially recognised by the Federal Governmentas Australia's other indigenous minority.
At present, the Strait's economy is characterised by significant public and private service
sectors, and by a productive sector based entirely on commercial fishing. There are
pressures from Islander interests and from Federal Government policies to decrease
dependency on the public purse byincreasingthe opportunities for Islander employment.
However, in the context of the region's fishing industry, these policies appear ambiguous.
Furthermore, expansion is limited by the size and availability of fish stocks. A corollary
of this is that in regions such as the Torres Strait, Federal Government policies for
indigenous people may have to accept that there are real limits to the economic growth
that can occur from primary production alone.
This paper summarises the social and economic characteristics of the region. The
possibilities for expanding the non-welfare economy as well as for increasing Islander
involvement in it and some of the apparent constraints to these changes are examined. In
conclusion, some policy implications of this analysis, especially for the Federal Govern-
ment's Aboriginal Employment Development Policy (AEDP), are raised.
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The first comprehensive study of the socio-economic and political status of the Torres
Strait was carried out in 1974 by a team, headed by E.K. Fisk, from the Research School
of Pacific Studies, Australian National University (see Fisk 1974). Following calls from
Torres Strait Islanders in early 1988 for political independence, the Federal Government
set up an Interdepartmental Committee to examine Islander concerns regarding their
disadvantaged status in Australian society. One of this Committee's recommendations
was for further research into the contemporary economic situation in the Strait from an
Islander perspective, and for a regional development plan to be prepared (0'Rourke 1988:
2). The primary economic data collection and analysis was carried out through the
Australian Institute of Aboriginal Studies, and a baseline report prepared for the Island
Coordinating Council (see Arthur 1990). A team from Sydney University began the
regional planning process in late 1989 (see Lea et al 1990).
Following the stated objectives of the Commonwealth Government's Aboriginal Employ-
ment Development Policy (AEDP),launched in 1986-1987, as well as those of the Island
Coordinating Council, a goal of the research and planningduring 1989 and 1990 has been
to increase Islander incomes and reduce dependency on government funding.
There are several ways such goals could be attained, including, increasing Islander
employment in current industries; expanding these industries, as well as increasing
Islander employment hi them; increasing subsistence income; and increasing Islander
non-welfare incomes by other means, such as through a tax levied on other users oflocal
resources (see O'Rourke 1988:26-27; Lea et al 1990:62). Considering the data in Arthur
(1990), and the recommendations of the subsequent regional development plan (Lea et
al 1990), it would appear that increased economic activity could occur in the following
industries: publicand private sector employment;tourism; artefact production and sale;
commercial fishing; market gardening; and subsistence fishing and gardening. This
suggests three broad strategies, namely, Islanderisation of waged employment, an
expansion of the region's export sector, and import substitution. With the possible
exception of waged employment, which exists primarily in the region's service indus-
tries, these strategies are all subject to environmental constraints and considerations.
This is particularly the case with commercial and subsistence fishing.
Some regional characteristics
There are an estimated 6,245Islanders residing on sixteen of the Strait's some 150islands
CTable 1), as well as on two incorporated communities on the northern tip of Cape York
(Arthur 1990: 3). Approximately 15,296 Islanders also live on the Australian mainland,
13,170 of these in other parts of Queensland (Australian Bureau of Statistics 1987).
Therefore, only around 30 per cent of those people who self-identify as Torres Strait
Islanders actually live in the Strait.
There is, however, some variation in the socio-economic and political environments
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Map 1. Torres Strait Region
across the region, and it is useful for analytical purposes, to divideit intothree interrelated
zones (Map 1). Zone 1includes what are referred to as the outer islands; Zone 2 consists
of the two Islander communities on the tip of Cape York, and Zone 3 is the group of islands
around, and including, the administrative and service centre of Thursday Island, and
referred to as the southwestern group.
The outer islands (Zone 1) make up much of the Torres Strait Protected Zone CTSPZ).1
This area borders on Papua New Guinea (PNG) and contains the majority of the Strait's
productive waters and reefs. In addition, it is the only area to which PNG people may
legally make traditional visits' under theTreaty. Almost52 per cent (3,240) of the Strait's
Islander population and an estimated 175 people of Papuan descent live in this zone in
incorporated communities which have their own elected Islander councils.
All of the outer islands, as well as Hammond Island Cm Zone 3), and the two Islander Cape
communities (Zone 2) hold their land under Deed of Grant in Trust (DOGIT) from the
Queensland State Government.The size of each island and their population densities vary
significantly (Table 1).
Thursday Island and the other islands in the southwestern group (Zone 3), with the
exception of Hammond, are not DOGIT land, but are administered by Torres Shire.
Although there is a reserve CTamwoy) on Thursday Island, there are no incorporated
communities in this Zone. Thursday Island has a significant non-Islander and Asian-
Islander populationand is more socially and racially heterogeneous than either the Cape
or outer islands; it resembles a small, mixed-race, rural town, whereas the outer islands
are small Islander communities.
The residents of Bamaga and Seisia on the Cape (Zone 2) are in a different environment
from the other twozones. They identify asTorres Strait Islanders and are part of the Island
Co-ordinating Council (ICC),2 but their immediate neighbours are three Aboriginal
communities which are members of the AboriginalCo-ordinating Council,and the newly
formed Cape York Land Council. Being part of the mainland, these communities have
much greater contact with tourist traffic to the tip of Cape York.
Because the Strait forms Australia's only border with another country, and has an
indigenous population with special programs and servicing agencies, there is asignificant
bureaucratic presence in the region, and a distinct governmental flavour to its social,
economic, and political environments.3 The location of the Strait at the cultural and
geographic crossroads between Aborigines, Islanders and Papua New Guineans adds to
the complexity of this region.
Some features of the regional economy
The regional economy is characterised by significant public and private service sectors.
There is virtually no manufacturing or secondary industry in the region, almost all goods
Table 1. Populations and land areas.
Islands Islander PNG Others*
population population
Zone 1
Boigu
Saibai
Dauan
Kubin
St Pauls
Badu
Mabuiag
Coconut
Warraber
Yorke
Yam
Stephen
Darnley
Murray
Zone 2
Seisia
Bamaga
Zone 3
Hammond
Prince of Wales
Thursday Island
Horn
Total
340
270
135
140
190
500
180
130
165
300
200
40
300
350
3,240 "
80
600
170
45
2,000
110
2,325"
6,245
13
48
0
0
0
35
0
0
0
20
35
0
14
10
175 266 b
0
0 296 b
0
0
nd
n d
910 b
1,472
Area
DOGIT
leases
(ha.)
6,630
10,400
355
15,200
1,770
10,200
626
44
93
168
145
36
570
724
178
6,660
1,660
20,500 c
260 c
5,479 c
Population
density
(persons/
ha.)
0.051
0.025
0.380
0.009
0.107
0.049
0.287
2.954
1.774
1.785
1.379
1.111
0.526
0.607
0.449
0.090
0.102
0.005d
13.561d
0.036"
Notes a Those not Islanders or people of Papuan descent; that is principally Europeans,
b Total for this Zone.
c These islands are not DOGITlease areas,
d Estimated.
Source: Arthur (1990)
being imported from the mainland. The productive sector consists largely of the fishing
industry, with some small contribution from tourism and the production and sale of
artefacts.
Public sector
There is a high level of public sector employment in the Strait (Lea et al 1990:20; Arthur
1990). Much of this is focused on Thursday Island and the Cape where government
offices, hospitals and secondary schools are located. However,there is also some full-time
public sector employment on the outer islands, for example, in primary schools, medical
posts, with the Island police, and in community management and maintenance.
The majority of the outer island communities (and those on the Cape) are also involved
in part-time employment in the public sector as part of the Commonwealth's Community
Development Employment Projects (CDEP) scheme. In this scheme, the equivalentof
residents' unemployment benefit entitlements are paid as a lumpsum to their community
councils, along with a two-part subsidy the purpose of which is to cover administration
costs and to enable councils to purchase some project materials. The councils then
organise work for their residents who are paid a weekly wage that should at least match
their unemploymentbenefit entitlements. Atpresent, men usually work two to three days
per week on community public works under the CDEP scheme, leaving them the
remaining time to engage in other activities, such as commercial fishing and subsistence
production (see below).
Retail sector
In 1988 there were a recorded forty-five retail establishments with a turnover of $20.35
million in the Strait (Australian Bureau of Statistics 1988:20). The retail sector is located
primarily on Thursday Island, where a significant number of businesses are owned by
residents of mixed Asian-Islander descent. The major player in the retail/wholesale
sector is the State-owned Island Board of Industry and Service (IBIS) .4 Its central office
is located on Thursday Island, but it also has a store on the Cape and one on each of the
outer islands. There are also usually one or more small privately-owned retail outlets on
each of the outer islands. These small operations represent an aspiring Islander retail
sector which must compete with the much larger Government-owned IBIS.Although the
IBIS allegedly operates as a non-profit making company, it can be argued that it inhibits
the development of an Islander retail sector. Consideration is being given to leasing outer
island IBIS stores to residents. However it would also be worthwhile considering the
transfer of the entire IBIS organisation to Islander ownership over a number of years
(Arthur 1990).
Mining
The Commonwealth Department of Primary Industries and Energy (DPIE) considers the
region to have high prospectiveness for gold. However, a mine which startedproduction
on Horn Island (in the southwestern group) inJanuary 1988 had closed by early 1990 due
to insufficient returns. The multiplier or spin-off to the regional economy from this mine
was thought to be very limited, a feature also noted with regard to miningin other parts
of remote Australia (O'Faircheallaigh 1985: 56). However Islanders held some 53
positions (or 33per cent) out of a total mine-site and contracting workforce of 160,5 which
is a high proportion compared to other parts of the country. For example, a survey of
several mines across the country in the mid-1980s suggested that Aborigines and
Islanders made up only approximately 2.6 per cent of the mining industry workforce
(Cousins and Nieuwenhuysen 1984:2), with this varying from 0.4 per cent to 7.8 per cent
between different mines (see also Cousins 1985). On the other hand, the profile of the
Horn Island workforce was similar to the national norm as far as occupations were
concerned as Islanders tended to be employed as drivers and heavy plant operators and
labourers, rather than as technical, process or managerial staff (Arthur 1990:87).
Other minerals such as tin, copper, phosphate, mineral sands, and wolfram are all
considered to have only low or low-to-moderate prospectiveness. There is a moratorium
on sea bed exploration for oil until 1995, but with provision for this moratorium to be
extended. Royalties from any mineral development would be subject to negotiation, but
presently there is no provisionfor a royalty or tax to be paid to the region or to local people
(DPIE 1988).
Tourism
There is a small tourism industry focussed mostly on Thursday Island and the Cape. It is
estimated that 20,000 people drove up to the tip of the Cape in 1988-1989 (Horwath and
Horwath 1989), and that approximately 7,000 tourists visit Thursday Island per annum
(Lea et al 1990: 25). Presently no tourists visit the outer islands.
As indicated earlier, the outer islands vary in size (Table 1), and any social impact
resulting from tourismdevelopmentwould probably be more noticeable on the very small
islands, such as Yorke or Sue, than on larger islands, such as Moa and Badu.Although
Islanders are not overtly anti-tourism, many indicate that they would preferdevelopment
to take place either some distance from their community village, or on uninhabited
islands. This suggests that it is unlikelythat they envisage a great deal of 'direct' contact
or involvement with the industry, a trend noted elsewhere in central and northern
Australia (Altman 1988). An additional problem with developments on the outer islands
would be the supply of potablewater which is scarce on inhabited islands and usually non-
existent on those that are uninhabited. Also the uninhabited islands are not held under
DOGIT and so Islander control of any development would be very limited.6
Island dancing and feasting (Kup Mari) are tourist attractions elsewhere, for example in
Cairns, and these, together with the possible sale of artefacts, the natural beauty of the
islands, and the warm winter season, are all possible draw-cards. However, these
positives must be weighed against the negative aspects to tourism development in the
Strait. For example, the winter tourist season is also the time of the southeast winds when
the water becomes rough and dangerous and difficult for diving.As well as this the Strait
is a more expensive destination than the Great Barrier Reef islands which have similar
natural attractions (Babbage 1990:20).
Artefacts
Currently, there is very small artefact industry in the region, with an estimated turnover
in 1989 of only $8,000 (Arthur 1990:28). This could be extended, especially if marketing
was improved or regional tourism expanded, though it would probably remain fairly
limited. Experience elsewhere has indicated that artefact production alone does not
provide employment for very many people, nor does it usually signal a decrease in welfare
dependency (Altman 1989); welfare payments are usually the primary source of income
support of commercial artists.
The fishing industry
Manufacturing or secondary industry is insignificant in the region (Australian Bureau of
Statistics 1988:20), and in the current absence of any mining, the materially productive
sector is based on the exploitation of marine resources. In 1989 the total value (to
fishermen) of commercial fishing was approximately $21 million (Arthur 1990:40) made
up as shown on Table 2.71will discuss this industry in some detail because it is linked in
many respects to the Islander way of life, it is the major export industry of the region, it
offers some scope for development, and it has implications for the environment.
Table 2. Value (turnover) of Strait fisheries, 1989.
Fishery
Prawn
Cray
Trochus
Mackerel
Pearl culture
Pearl shell
Reef fish
Value
$ million
14.00
3.90
1.20
1.10
1.20
0.05
0.02
Islander
involvement
(per cent)
0
30
100
3
0
nd
nd
Non-Islander
involvement
(per cent)
100
70
0
97
100
nd
nd
Note: nd = no data.
Source: Arthur (1990)
The organisation of commercial fishing varies across the Strait's fisheries.8 Not all fishers
are involved in the industry to the same extent or in the same way. It is likely that some
of the differences in approach and technique relate to the degree to whichfishers rely on
the industry for their income, which in turn is influenced by their access to fisheries.
Those involved in commercial fishing and their sources of income can beconceptually
categorised as in Table 3.
This categorisation indicates two types of non-Islander fishers, those from the mainland
and those who are residents of the Strait. They are similar in that they largely rely on the
industry for all of their income. However, the local fishers tend to be primarily involved
in the cray fishery and employ either Islanders or Papua New Guinean residents, and so
contribute directly to the local economy.
Table 3. Type of fishers and sources of income.
Category of fisher
Mainland non-
Islanders
Local non-Islanders
Sources of income
Commercial UB or CDEP
fishing
yes no
yes no
Subsistence
no
no
Islanders
(type A: full-time) yes no no
Islanders
(type B: part-time) yes yes yes
PNG residents yes yes yes
PNG traditional visitors no no yes
On the other hand, fishers from the mainlandwho are involved in the prawn, cray, and
mackerel fisheries, rarely employlocal people and consequently there are few spin-offs
to the regional economy. This is particularly noticeable with prawning which, with a
turnover of $14 million per year, is the region's most valuable fishery. However, trawlers
are provisioned and serviced by mother-ships from the mainland, and so generate little
business for local traders. It is interesting to note that because mainland fishers hire
almost all their employees, and obtain most of their provisions, from outside the region
they probably contribute less to the local economy than did the Horn Island gold mine
when it was operating.
There are also two main types of Islander fishers, type A and type B. Type A Islander
fishers (and some PNG residents) rely on commercial fishing for all of their income.9
However the majority of Islander fishers are in the category, type B, and for them
commercial fishing is a part-time activity and is not their primary source of income. Basic
income support for part-time fishers from the southwestern islands is derived from
unemployment benefit entitlements (UB) and other welfare payments. Those on outer
islands get the bulk of their income from employment on community publicworks carried
out under the CDEP scheme as noted earlier, as well as from pension entitlements from
the Department of Social Security and the Department of Veterans' Affairs, and from
selling small quantities of fish to other Islanders. Imputed (or non-cash) income also
comes from subsistence fishing and gardening.The approximate break-up of outer island
incomes is shown onTable 4, and indicates that CDEP wages are the largest component.
It can be argued therefore, that the Islanders engaged in commercial fishing on a part-
time basis are indirectly subsidised by government transfers (CDEP, UB and other
welfare payments).This arrangement has both positive and negative features. On the one
hand, CDEPwages provide people with a base-income which largely protects them from
fluctuations in the market, and which also allows them to be involved in commercial
fishing when, and if, they wish. In this way CDEP wages could be viewed as a form of
development subsidy (Arthur 1990). On the other hand, the primary use of the CDEP
Table 4. Source and amount of outer Islanders' incomes.'
Source of Income
CDEP wages
Social security payments
(pensions etc)
Non-CDEP wages'1
Commercial fishing
Subsistence
(fishing and gardening)
Artefacts
Amount
$ million
7.500
4.170
2.400
2.300
1.800
0.008
Per cent of total
42
23
13
12
10
0
Total 18.170 100
Notes a These data refer to outer islands only.
b For example, wages from employment in schools and medical aid posts.
Source: Arthur (1990)
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scheme is for construction of community public works, and so it can be argued that it
competes with commercial fishing for people's time and labour. For example, in most
cases CDEP regulations require workers to be available for work in their community for
specific days and in some instances, because of tides or weather, these same days can be
the best for fishing. Therefore, CDEP is not used directly to develop fishing, the only
major regional export industry, and in some cases, it may actuallyhinder its development.
This last point applies less to those part-time fishers on Thursday Island who are
unemployed and receiving UB, because their movements are not restricted in the same
way as are those on outer islands who participate in the CDEP scheme.
An additional feature of the CDEP scheme is that there is no mechanism to reduce an
individual's CDEP wage in proportion to the amount they may earn in other areas, such
as fishing. It can be argued therefore, that this system institutionalises and perpetuates
the very dependency which government policy proposes to remove. However, as the
CDEP scheme provides a substantial part of Islander income, it reduces the potential
pressure on marine resources. This suggests that a finite natural resource, such as the
Strait's fisheries, can sustain a small number of full-time commercial fishers who are not
dependent on government, or a larger number of part-time fishers who receive other
forms of income support. Present Federal Government policies are ambiguous on this
issue, that is, they fail to specify whether the preferred outcome is for there to be a small
number of people living independent of government support, or a larger number living
with government support.
The size of the fishing industry is ultimately limited by the natural stock of marine
resources. Although stock size still has to be accurately and rigorously assessed for most
fisheries it does seem that the present stocks are not fully utilised, either commercially
or for subsistence, and that there may be room for limited expansion. For example, in the
case of the mackerel fishery, the 1989 total allowable catch (TAG) stipulated under the
Treaty was 500 tonnes, but the actual commercial catch was only 160 tonnes; the fishery
was apparently under-utilised by 340 tonnes. The Federal Government's Australian
Fisheries Service, who coordinate research into the cray fishery, also considered that the
Islander catch could be increased.10 In 1989 buyers from the mainland approached both
the ICC and individual Islanders about establishing a shark and shark-fin fishery and
about the possibility of rejuvenating the former beche-de-mer fishery. Inquiries have also
been made regarding the possibilities of expanding the scope of trochus, clam and
barramundi fisheries through aquaculture.
At the present time there are insufficient data to estimate the commercial viability or
potential of any of these ventures (Arthur 1990), but it cannot be assumed that because
certain marine resources exist in the Strait then it is economically profitable to utilise
them, a point noted for island-nations in the Pacific generally ('Pacific Dreams', The
Economist, November 24, 1990). The gold mine on Horn Island did not close down
because the ore body was worked out, but because the low yields made the operation
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unprofitable. In a similarway it may not be commerciallyprofitableto exploit some of the
Strait's marine resources.
To date, Islanders have not entered the prawn fishery, although in 1989 a licence for one
trawler was reserved for them. Islanders have no fully equipped cray boats, nor mackerel
dories, although they are nowoperating several boats and oldluggers to take trochus.The
basic 'capital' equipment for most Islander fishing is the aluminium dinghy fitted with an
outboard motor. There is no accurate data on the efficiency of this unit, but it appears to
vary. Although it may be suitable for cray, in many cases it will not be efficient for either
trochus or mackerel and it provides only limited access to those reefs which are distant
from inhabited islands (Arthur 1990).
Islanders also have variable access to buyers and to processing plant (freezers). This is
not a critical issue in the trochus fishery as the product is easy to manage. However, other
produce such as cray, mackerel and reef fish all require careful handling and must be
frozen soon after they are taken from the water. As freezing plants are not located on all
islands this tends to limit Islander participation. Access to various fisheries is also
influenced by the fact that the species are not evenly distributed across the region. The
data suggest a correlation between these features and the incomes generated from
commercial fishing. For instance, the western islands (Badu, Moa and Mabuiag) which
have the best access to equipment freezers and cray reefs, have the highest average per
capita income from commercial fishing ($1166/head/year). The central islands (Yorke,
Yam, Coconut and Warraber) with less access, have a lower income ($953/head/year)
and the income in the eastern group (Stephen, Darnley and Murray) where there are no
freezers is lower again at ($554/head/year). Most noticeably the northern islands
(Boigu, Saibai and Dauan) which are some distance from all the marketable species,
appeared to derive no income from commercial fishing in 1989 (Arthur 1990).
Again, Islanders are hindered by their lack of expertise in some aspects of commercial
fishing. They have no knowledge of prawn trawling and have limited experience in fishing
for, and handling, mackerel or reef fish on a commercial basis. Although beche-de-mer
was a significant fishery until the Second World War, the local knowledge for processing
this has been largely lost. There are few tradesmen in the region, and little technical
knowledge necessary to maintain boats and freezing plant.
Therefore, a key factor determining Islander involvement in commercial fisheries is
access. This can take several forms such as access to capital or human resources, to
appropriate equipment (trawlers, boats, dinghies, dories), to processing plant and
wholesale buyers and markets, and to specialised technical skills. The significance of this
factor may be demonstrated by the fact that the only fishery fully exploited to its total
allowable catch by Islanders in 1989-1990 was the trochus fishery. This is a fishery that
Islanders have been involved in for most of this century (Beckett 1987) and one in which
they have considerable expertise. Trochus fishers do not need access to freezing plant
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and unlike cray, beche-de-mer orfin-fish,trochus requires no careful handlingand will not
spoil; from the production perspective it is a relatively low risk fishery. Trochus can be
fished from either boats or dinghies, and can be cleaned, bagged and stockpiled on the
islands until picked up by the buyers. Trochus is an example of an accessible fishery and
it is this accessibility which accounts for the fact that Islanders took all of the total
allowable catch for 1990.
It would seem that the issue of access needs to be addressed if Islander participation in
commercial fishing is to be increased, and both Arthur (1990) and Lea et al (1990)
proposed some form of development agency to facilitate access. In New Zealand the
Maori Fisheries Act 1989 approached similar problems by setting up a Maori Fisheries
Commission which in turn established a commercial fishing company. The Commission
is to receive 10 per cent of the total fish quota (or an agreed cash equivalent) over four
years until 1992. Fifty per cent of this quota will go to the fishing company, with the
remainder to be leased to Maori or non-Maori fishers. In addition the Government
granted $10 million to establish the Commission and the company (Memon and Cullen
1990). It would seem that a similar concept may be appropriate for the Torres Strait. For
instance, under the AEDP, the ICC could apply for government funding to establish a
regional development agency. In addition, the Federal and State Governments could
consider granting allor part of the fisheries quotato Islanders who would then be required
to lease this out to Islanders or non-Islanders. The incomederivedfromthese leasescould
then contribute to the agency's running costs and serve as a source of development
capital.
A form of royalty on marine resources has also been considered as means of raising
scarce development capital (Lea et al 1990:62). However, this type of payment, which is
usually considered in terms of a resource rent tax (RRT), generally applies to excess
profits and not to turnover (O'Rourke1988:26-27). While there are no accurate financial
data for fisheries, it is unlikely that significant excess profits exist to justify a special RRT
in the Strait (Arthur 1990:118; Lea et al 1990:62).Asshown above,the Strait's fishery, with
a turnover in the region of $21 million, is relatively small. As the local industry does not
appear to have either a large turnover or excessive profits, it would be extremely difficult
to design an efficient and effective RRTregime that will generate sufficient revenue to
outweigh associated costs, such as those for administration. Furthermore, an inappropri-
ately designed or applied RRT would run the risk of being counter-productive by having
a negative effect on industry participation.
However, even if access to the fisheries and to developmentcapital was improved, the
employment potential of the industry is limited by the size of the sustainable stock. This
has implications for policies which strive to decrease regional dependency on govern-
ment funding, as for many Islanders their only option is to increase their fishing effort.
Taking the present industry level plus some modest expansion, converting the catch in
each fishery into a full-time income of $20,000, and assuming that Islanders take over all
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non-Islander sections, the industry may provide between 250 and 300 full-time jobs11
(Arthur 1990:19). However, there was an average of 615 (male and female) recipients of
CDEP wages and UB entitlements in the outer islands in 1989 and to achieve an
unemployment level of 7.5 per cent (for parity with the mainland12) would require finding
570jobs.Therefore, although the number of full-time jobs could be significantly increased,
it is unlikely that dependency on government will completely disappear through full
Islanderisation of the fishing industry. Further research is needed to more accurately
determine how many people could find full-time employmentin the region's fisheries.
The extreme volatility of markets for primary produce must also be considered. For
example, in the early to mid-20th century the Strait's economywas based on pearl-shell,
trochus-shell and beche-de-mer fisheries.This economy collapsed when plastic took over
from shell in the fashion industry (Beckett 1987). The recent increase in the value of
trochus is due to yet another change in the fashion industry, which may just as quickly
change again. The cray fishery, although quite lucrative, is subject to suddenfluctuations
in price. In 1988 cray sold for $25 to $30 per kilo, but in 1989 this price had fallen to $15
per kilo, a reduction of 40 per cent.These examples demonstrate the risk of concentrating
the region's developmenton a few primary commodities with unstable prices.
Subsistence
Another componentof income is subsistence fishing, and to a lesser extent subsistence
gardening, and dependency could also be reduced by increasing these, though again
there are environmentallimits.The islands do not allhave the same gardening potential,
and quarantine regulations, which are part of the management of the Torres Strait
Protected Zone, restrict the movement of locally produced fruit and vegetables between
islands. This reduces the possibility for inter-island trade. However, at a purely subsist-
ence level, that is, growing fruit and vegetables for household consumption, there would
appear to be room for expansion without any degradation of the environment, and a
survey of the area of land available for gardening on each island and the Cape would
provide some useful data for assessing subsistence potential (Arthur 1990).
On the other hand, the level of gardening seems to have dropped dramatically in the
islands, where it is now common for people to purchase, rather than grow, food (Arthur
1990). The residents of some islands, for example those on Boigu, and Murray, suggest
that one reason that gardening effort has decreased is that the best or most accessible
gardening land was used to build airstrips. However, others indicatethat they nowprefer
the wider choice of food that is available from the IBIS store on each island.This is not
a new phenomenon, and was noted as early as the turn of century, when some Islanders
began to derive an income from the pearl-shell fishery (Beckett 1987:48), and again in
1974 when a significant proportionof Islander income came from unemployment benefits
and other social service allowances (Treadgold 1974:17; Duncan 1975: 28). It is likely
therefore that the current reluctance to garden or to increase subsistence fishing is due,
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at least in part, to the secure base-income which many Islanders derive from the CDEP
scheme on outer islands and Cape York, and from UB on Thursday Island (Arthur 1990:
53) and the ready availability of imported foods.
The wider economy and possible ramifications for regional
development
Since the 1950s there has been a steady movement of Islanders to the mainland in search
of work and improved economic status (Fisk 1974; Beckett 1987). There is now a small
but noticeable (and as yet unmeasured) flow of Islanders returningto the islands. Some
are people who returned for funerals or 'tombstone openings' and then remained. Others
indicate that the reason they returned was that the differences in the quality of life
between the islands and the mainland has decreased in recent years. They say that the
standard of housing in the islands has improved, and that more jobs are now available in
community management and fishing. Considering these improvements, together with
the down-turn in the mainland economy and the associated increase in unemployment,
the Strait has become a more attractive option for some Islanders.13
In the past the Strait was a remittance economy (Treadgold 1974;Beckett 1987), but today
residents are able to meet requests for money from relatives in the south from their cray
earnings.14 On the outer islands house rents and rates are reasonably low, and consider-
ing that people can supplement their incomes from CDEP wages or unemployment
benefits with commercial and subsistence fishing, their standard of living is no doubt
better than that of an unemployed person on the mainland, an observation made with
respect to Aboriginal communities in other remote parts of Australia (see Altman 1987;
Fisk 1985:105).
If this is the case, then as there are improvements in services, such as housing and
electricity, and development infrastructure, such as freezers, the Strait may well prove
increasingly attractive to Papua New Guineans as well as to Islanders on the mainland,
and marine resourceswill come under increasing pressure to provide an incomefor these
additional people. This may be of particular concern when there already appears to be
some degree of suspicion and distrust of fisheries authorities, especially with regard to
total allowable catches, and a belief (amongst some locals) that there is little danger of
over-fishing.
Discussion
Principal aims of the Federal Government's Aboriginal Employment Development Policy
(AEDP) are to achieve Aboriginal and Islander equity in income and employment and to
reduce dependence on the welfare system. To this end the AEDP includes some
programs which focus on increasing levels of Aboriginal and Islander employment byjob-
matching, and others which aim to increase employment by focussing on job-creation15
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(Commonwealth of Australia 1987a, 1987b respectively). Both types of programs have
relevance to the Torres Strait: the former are most applicable on Thursday Island and
Cape York where Islanders can be trained to take over available wage positions in the
public and private sectors, and the latter appear relevant in the outer islands where
demand for formal employment is very limited, and where productive activityis focussed
on self-employment in small fishing enterprises. Furthermore, employment in the public
and private sectors occurs largely in service industries where expansion is limited by
growth in population.There is no manufacturing or secondary industry,and prospects for
mining and tourism are limited.
A viable commercial fishing industry already exists in the Torres Strait, and both
Islanders and non-Islanders work full-time in this industry and depend on it for their
livelihood. But some Islanders also participate in commercial fishing on a part-time basis.
This involvement is indirectly subsidised by their CDEP wages, unemployment benefits
or pensions. It was suggested earlier that Islander involvement in commercial fishing
could be increased. This could occur by utilising CDEP more effectively, and by
improving Islander access to infrastructure, development capital and training within a
regional fisheries development strategy. However, fishing is normally undertaken by
small self-owned enterprises and research has shown that in Australia small businesses
are extremely high risk ventures (Williams 1985). In addition, there are limits to the
expansion of primary industries such as fishing, imposed by the size of the fish stocks and
sustainable yields. Further, it cannot be assumed that because species exist in the Strait
it is profitable to fish them, a point which is also of relevance to subsistence activities. In
summary, the potential to expand an economy based on fishing is limited. Two broad
options exist: there can be a small number of unsubsidised commercial fishers wholly
dependent on fishing for their livelihood, or a larger number of fishers, most ofwhom
receive income support as an indirect subsidy, whether within the CDEPscheme context
or by some other means.
This highlights a key problem for people living in remote areas with no secondary
industry. There are limits to the real household income which can be generated from the
market economy. In other words, the economic structure of remote areas inhabited by
Aborigines and Islanders imposes a limit on the numberwho can achieve the incomeand
employment equity which are the central goals of the AEDP (Altman 1990).The fact that
industries are not active in such areas suggests that it may not be possible to establish
commercially viable enterprises even with a significant injection of funds. The apparent
assumption in the AEDP that the present situation can be substantially changed by the
Policy'sjob-creation programs, which are based largely on CDEP, is highly questionable.
At best it is likely the CDEP scheme will only represent a form of on-going remote-area
income support or subsidy. Indeed, this may well be the scheme's unstated intention as
its guidelines do not provide a mechanism to reduce payments to participants within the
scheme if, and when, their incomes from other means increase.
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This suggests that realistic policy formation may require more sophisticated labour
market programs which include a rigourous assessment of the economicdevelopment
potential of regions and associated capabilitiesto generate employment opportunities. In
those cases where the potential for economic development is low or nonexistent it is
probable that the AEDP's goal of income and employment equity could only be achieved
by a substantial on-going regional subsidy. Rigorous assessment of regional development
potential would allow an accurate estimate of the size of such a subsidy. It must be noted
however, that such a subsidy will undermine the other major platform of the AEDP which
is to reduce dependency on the public sector, highlighting a possible inconsistency in
policy objectives.
Notes
1. The Torres Strait Protected Zone was established under the Torres Strait Treaty
between Papua New Guinea and Australia, ratified in 1985. As a condition of thisTreaty,
Papua New Guineans are allowed to make 'traditional visits' to the islands inside the
Protected Zone. In 1989 there were a total of 4,370 traditional visits to the Strait (Arthur
1990).
2. The ICC is a State body established under the Queensland Community Services (Torres
Strait) Act 1984-86. As the name implies, its principal functions are the coordination of
Strait-wide development, which to date has been primarily associated with services and
elements of infrastructure, financed by both the State and Commonwealth Governments.
The ICC draws its membership from the outer islands and the Cape Islander communi-
ties.
3. In some respects, the social and political atmosphere inthe region remains colonial (see
Beckett 1987).
4. Formerly the Island Industries Board (IIB).
5. The workforce was made up of those employed by the mine owners and by their
contractors. Of the 79 people employed by the mine owners 27 (or 34 per cent) were
Aboriginal or Islander people.
6. Ironically regulations under DOGIT also limit the possibilities for joint-ventures with
tourism developers.
7. Babbage (1990:20) gives the total value as $19-$23 million, made up of:coral trout $0.2
million; trochus $0.6 million; pearls $2-$3 million; pearl shell $0.7 million; mackerel $0.6
million; cray $4-$6 million;and prawns $13million.
8. Under theTreaty and management of the Protected Zone there are specific categories
of fishing, such as 'community fishing' which provide Islanders with dispensation from
normal licensing requirements. These are not detailed here (see Australian Fisheries
Service 1985).
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9. In 1989, in the cray, trochus, and mackerel fisheries, there were approximately 18 type
A full-time fishers from the southwestern islands, and 17fromthe outer islands, and there
were 177 type Bpart-time fishers acrossthe entire Strait (Arthur1990). Inreality, the type
B fishers can be further sub-divided into those who fish regularly and who are also on
CDEP; those who fish irregularly when the weather conditions are good and are also on
CDEP; and those who may only fish several times per year, possibly when they require
some extra income (this category includes students who fish during school holidays).
10. Any expansion in the cray fishery is reserved for Islanders. Scientific data are not yet
available to indicate how large this expansion could be, without depleting the stock.
11. These calculations are based on preliminary data and further research is required on
the efficiency of the various fishing units in the Torres Strait
12. The national unemployment level has varied between 7 and 8per cent for some years.
In discussing parity in employment levels for Aborigines and Islanders, government
policy does not address the questionof the specific level of employment to be aimed at on
a regional basis. Nor does the AEDP specify at what jurisdictional level its aim of
employment equity is to be achieved (Altman 1990).
13. This movement could also indicate an increase in circular migration. As the air
transport services have improved, the towns of Queensland's east coast and the Strait may
have come to represent one socio-economic realm for Islanders.
14. PNG cray workers also send money from Thursday Island to their relatives on the
northern islands.
15. Job-matching programs are those which attempt to match industry's demand for
labour with the characteristics of the labour-force by various strategies, such as training.
Job-creation programs are those which recognise that there will not be an automatic
demand for labour by industry and that employment opportunities must be created by
other means.
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